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Introduction 
In the case of algebras it is known that the second Hochschild cohomo-
logy group is isomorphic to the group of "singular" extensions (for the 
definition of the Hochschild cohomology groups cf. [2], for the group of 
extensions cf. CARTAN-EILENBERG, [1], XIV. 2). These cohomology 
groups can also be defined with the help of the Ext-functors: 
Hn(A, M) =Ext~®A(A, M) 
(cf. [1], IX. 4). In this paper we show that analogous statements hold 
for algebraic rings. 
0. Notations and preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we work over an algebraically closed field of 
arbitrary characteristic. The term "variety" will be taken in the sense 
of SERRE (cf. J.-P. Serre, Faisceaux algebriques coherents, Ann. Math., 
61 (1955), pp. 197-278), and a regular map will be called a morphism. 
An algebraic ring A will be a commutative (additively written) algebraic 
group with a multiplication morphism A xA ~A, which turns the 
underlying set into a ring. An algebraic A-module, is a commutative 
algebraic group M and a morphism A x M----+ M with the usual con-
ditions. Iff: B----+ A is an algebraic ringhomomorphism, every algebraic 
A-module is provided with the structure of an algebraic B-module. If 
M, M' are algebraic A-modules, a homomorphism h: M----+ M' is called 
an A-homomorphism if it is compatible with the operations of A on M 
and on M'. An extension 0----+ M"----+ M----+ M'----+ 0 of algebraic 
A-modules is called an A-extension if the homomorphisms are A-homo-
morphisms; in this way one defines the group ExtA(M", M') of A-
extensions over M" with kernel M' (analogous to [1], XIV. 1, and to 
[3], VII. 1). 
A subset I of an algebraic ring B is called an algebraic ideal if it is an 
algebraic subgroup and an ideal in the usual sense. In that case the quotient 
ring Bfi exists: the kernel of the composition B x B ~ B----+ Bfi 
contains I xI, hence there exists a factorization B x Bfi xI= Bfi x 
x Bfi ~ Bfi, which provides Bfi with the structure of an algebraic 
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ring. A sequence 0------+ I------+ B------+ A ------+ 0, where B is an algebraic 
ring, is called exact if it is exact in the set-theoretical sense, and if the 
homomorphisms are separable (therefore "strictly exact" in the sense 
of SERRE, cf. [3], VII. 1). Analogous terminology for exact sequences 
of algebraic A-modules. 
The algebraic rings considered here are supposed to be commutative 
and the left and right operations on the modules are supposed to be 
the same 1). 
l. The group Exth(A, M) of Hochschild extensions 2) 
Let A be an algebraic ring and let M be an algebraic A-module. An 
exact sequence 
where B is an algebraic ring, is called a (H ochschild) extension over A 
with kernel M, if the multiplication in M, induced by the multiplication 
in B, is zero (i.e. m1m2 = 0 for m1, m2 EM), and if the operations of A 
on Mare induced by the multiplication in B (i.e. a·m=bm if 1X(b)=a). 
Two extensions BfM =A, B'/M =A are called equivalent if there exists 
a homomorphism f: B ------+ B' which makes the diagram 
B 
o~M(l0A--o 
B' 
commutative (and in that case f is a biregular isomorphism). The set of 
equivalence classes of extensions over A with kernel M is denoted by 
Exth(A, M) (in [1], XIV. 2 the corresponding set is denoted by F(A, M)). 
If ~ is an extension its class is denoted by [~] E Exth(A, M). 
In the direct sum of M and A we can define a multiplication by the rule 
(m, a) (m', a')=(m·a' +a·m', aa'). 
The extension thus obtained we denote by M *A. 
If A is an algebraic ring and M an algebraic A-module, a derivation cp 
is a morphism cp: A --M, which is a homomorphism for the additive 
structure with the property 
cp( aa') =a· cp( a')+ cp( a)· a'. 
The derivations of A into M form a group, which we denote by Der(A, M). 
1) If these conditions are dropped, one has to take the group of derivations 
factored by the subgroup of principal crossed homomorphisms (i.e. derivations of 
the form tp(a) = a·m-m·a). 
2) The methods used in sections 1 and 2 are standard ones (cf. [3], VII. I); they 
are reproduced in order to be complete. 
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If I: B ~A is a ringhomomorphism, by composition we deduce a 
homomorphism 
I*: Der(A, M) ~ Der(B, M). 
An algebraic A-homomorphism g: M ~ M' yields in the same way a 
homomorphism 
g*: Der(A, M) ---+ Der(A, M'). 
Lemma: Let 
o~M_I!--+B~A~o 
be an extension over A with kernel M. Then the following three properties 
are equivalent: 
(a) B=M*A; 
(b) there exists an algebraic ringhomomorphism 
a: A ~ B such that 01.a =idA; 
(c) there exists a derivation 1p: B ~ M with 1p{3=idM. 
Proof: Suppose (a): B=M *A· The morphism defined bya(a)=(O, a) 
is an algebraic ringhomomorphism and Ol.a=idA, hence (b) follows from (a). 
The morphism defined by 1p( m, a) = m is a derivation by the definition 
of the multiplication in M *A, hence (c) follows from (a). 
Suppose that there exists an algebraic ringhomomorphism a: A ~ B 
such that 01.a =idA. Then the composition M ~ B ___3!___,.. B fa A is bijective 
and separable hence BfaA=M, and thus we define the morphism 
1p: B ~ BfaA=M, with the property 1p01.=idM. If 1p(b)=m, there exists 
aEA with b=m+a(a); if also b'=m'+a(a'), we obtain 
1p(bb') =1p( {m+ a( a)} {m' +a( a')}) =m· b' +b ·m', 
which proves that 1p is a derivation, hence (c) follows from (b). 
If there exists a derivation 1p B ~ M with 1fJf3=idM, the kernel 0 
of 1p is a subring of B, and 01. induces a bijective, separable map 0 ~A. 
The inverse of this map is a ringhomomorphism a: A ~ 0 C B, with 
01.a=idA. Hence (b) follows from (c). 
If the conditions (b) and (c) are fulfilled, the morphisms h: M *A ~ B, 
defined by h(m,a)=f3(m)+a(a), and h':B~M*A, defined by 
h'(b) = (1p(b), 01.(b)), are ringhomomorphisms and hh' =idB, h'h=idM*A' 
hence (a) follows from (b) and (c), and the lemma is proved. 
The equivalence class which contains an extension satisfying one of 
these three conditions is called the split extension. 
Suppose that an extension 
o~M _I!___,.. B~A ~o 
and a ringhomomorphism 1: A' ~A are given. In the product BxA' 
we consider the set B' of points (b, a') with the property 01.(b) =I( a'). 
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This subset is an algebraic ring, and thus we obtain an extension 
f*(~) 0---+M ~B'~A'---+0 
over A' with kernel M. This extension is characterized by the property 
that it is the only one (within equivalence) which admits a commutative 
diagram 
In this way we obtain a map f*: Exth(A, M) ---+Exth(A', M) (or: 
Exth(-, M) is a contravariant functor). In an analogous way we show 
the covariance of the functor Exth(A, -): 
and an A-homomorphism g: M---+ M' define an extension 
0 ---+ M' ---+ B' ---+A ---+ 0, 
where B' =M' * BfMg if Mg is the ideal formed by the pairs 
( -{3(m}, g(m)}, mE M. 
We now introduce in the set Exth(A, M) the Baer multiplication 
in the usual way. If s: M x M---+ M is the sum morphism, and 
d: A ---+A x A the diagonal map, we define the composition in Exth(A, M) 
by composition of the maps 
Exth(A, M) x Exth(A, M) ---+ Exth(A x A, M x M) ~ 
---+ Exth(A, M x M) ~--+ Exth(A, M) 3). 
IS an extension, we define the inverse of its class by 
0---+M -fJ--+B~A---+ 0. 
In this way the set Exth(A, M) is provided with the structure of a group 
with the split extension as zero element (cf. [3], VII. 1, cf. [1], XIV. 1). 
2. The exact sequence of the Exth 
Suppose there are given an A-extension 
0 ---+ M' ____!_--+ M __!!_--+ M" ---+ 0 
3) Note that A operates on M X M, hence s*d* is defined, but in our cas& 
d*s* cannot be defined (as was possible in [3], VII.l). 
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and a derivation q; E Der(A, M"). Then we construct an element t5(q;) E 
E Exth(A, M 1 ) in the usual way: the set B of points (m, a) EM* A 
with g(m)=q;(a) is an algebraic ring. Hence we obtain an extension 
BjM1 =A, whose class we denote by t5(q;). The projection of M *A on 
M induces a derivation 'lfJ: B _______,.. M. The extension t5(q;) can be char-
acterized by the property that it is the only extension (up to equivalence), 
which admits a commutative diagram 
t5( ({J) 
0 _______,.. M I _______,.. M ~ M" _______,.. 0 
t 
!'~-' 
0 _______,.. M I _______,.. B _ __,.. A _______,.. 0. 
Proposition l: Let A be an algebraic ring and let 
0 _______,.. M I ~ M _!'.__,.. M" _______,.. 0 
be an A-extension. Then the sequence 
0 _______,.. Der(A, M 1 ) ~ Der(A, M) ~ Der(A, M") ~ 
_______,.. Exth(A, M 1 ) ~ Exth(A, M) ~__,.. Exth(A, M") 
is exact. 
Proof: The exactness of the sequence at Der(A, M 1 ), and at Der(A, M) 
can be verified directly. 
Suppose q; E Der(A, M), and g*(q;) ='lfJ given. Then there exists a com-
mutative diagram 
0 ~ M' ___!____,. M ~ M 11 _______,.. 0 
tid r ~ r~ 
0 ~ M' -------+ B ~ A -------+ 0, 
where the lower row corresponds to t5g*(q;) E Exth(A, M 1 ). The map 
a= (q;, idA): A _ __,.. M *A is a ringhomomorphism, Im(a) C B, and 
<XO' =idA, hence B is the split extension, or t5g * = 0. 
Suppose conversily that 'lfJ E Der(A, M") is given with t5('lfJ) = 0. Then 
in the commutative diagram 
0 _______,.. M I ~ M _!'.__,.. M" _______,.. 0 
0 _______,.. M I _______,.. B _______,.. A _______,.. 0 
the lower row is split. Hence there exists a ringhomomorphism a: A _______,.. B 
and the derivation xa=q; E Der(A, M) has the property g*(q;)='lfJ· Hence 
exactness at Der(A, M") is proved. 
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Suppose [~] E Exth(A, M') is given. Then we have the commutative 
diagram 
0-_,..M'~B'~A-----+0 
0 -----+ .1'11 -----+ B _ _,..A -----+ 0. 
If 1 * [~] = 0, there exists a derivation "P: B-----+ M, hence a derivation 
1ph = x: B' -----+ M. As A= B' / M' and as Ker(gx: B' -----+ M") :J Im({l'), 
the morphism o/ factors gx, hence we obtain a commutative diagram 
0-----+ M' ~ M ~ M"-----+ 0 
0-----+M'~B'~ A _ _,..o. 
As x is a derivation, we have rp E Der(A, M") and the commutativity of 
the diagram shows 15(rp)=~. Hence 1*[~]=0 implies [~] eim(l5). 
Suppose there is given rp E Der(A, M"). The extension l*15(rp) can be 
defined by the lower row of the commutative diagram 
0-----+ M' ~ M ~ M"-----+ 0 
!id ix t I'~' 
15( rp) 0 -----+ M' -----+ B' -----+ A -----+ 0 
t f !ld 
I *15(rp) 0-----+ M ~ B -----+ A -----+ 0, 
where B=M * B'JM/. We define 1p': M * B' ---+M by 'fJJ'=(idM, x). 
As Ker(1p') :J M/ (by commutativity of the diagram, and by the definition 
of M/) we have thus defined a morphism 1p: M * B'JM/ =B-----+ M. 
One easily checks this map to be a derivation, and as "Pfl = idM this proves 
1*15=0. Hence exactness at Exth(A, M') is proved. 
Let [~] E Exth(A, M'), then g*l *[~] = (gf)*[~] = 0, hence g*l * = 0. Sup-
pose that [~] E Exth(A, M) is given. Then we have the commutative 
diagram 
If g*[~]=O, there exists a derivation 1p": B" ---+M", hence a derivation 
1p"h=1p: B _ _,.. M". Let B' =Ker(1p). Then B' is an extension over A 
6 Series A I: 
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with kernel M', and we have the commutative diagram 
hence /*WJ=~. Thus exactness at Exth(A, M) is proved, which concludes 
the proof of the proposition. 
3. Connection with the extensions of algebraic modules 
The multiplication morphism A x A~ A turns every A-module in 
an A EB A-module. In this section: we suppose that A has a unit element, 
and that all modules considered are unitary. 
Proposition 2: There exists a natural isomorphism 
(): Der(A, -) ~ ExtAEiM(A, - ). 
Proof: Suppose there is given an element cp E Der(A, M). Consider 
the algebraic group B = M x A. We define an operation of the algebraic 
ring A EB A on B by 
(a1, a2) (m, a)=(a1a2·m+aa2·cp(a1), a1a2a). 
Associativity is checked by calculation. Thus we have constructed an 
extension of A EB A-modules 
0 ----+ M ----+ B ----+ A ----+ 0, 
and we have constructed an element OM(cp) EExtAEJJA(A,M). The map 
OM: Der(A, M)----+ ExtAEJJA(A, M) thus defined is a homomorphism. 
Suppose that a A EB A -extension 
0 ----+ M __!!~ B ~A ----+ 0 
is given. Choose b E B with £X(b) = 1 E A, and define 
cp(a)=(a, 1)·b-(1,a)·b, cp(a) EM 
(note that this definition does not depend on the choice of b). Then 
cp EDer(A, M), and we write ()M'(~)=cp. The map 
OM': ExtAEJJA(A, M)----+ Der(A, M) 
thus defined is a homomorphism. 
Let cpeDer(A,M) and b=(0,1)EMxA. If ()M'()M(cp)=cp' we get 
cp'(a)=(a, 1)·(0, 1)-(1, a)·(O, 1)=(cp(a), a)-(a·cp(1), a)=(cp(a)-a·cp(1),0); 
as cp(1)=0 this proves cp'(a)=cp(a), hence ()M'OM=id. 
Let 
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be an A EB A -extension, and () M' [~] = cp. The extension B' = M x A defines 
OM(cp). Choose bE B with tX(b) = 1; the map defined by y(a) = (1, a) ·b is 
a morphism y: A ~B. We define 
{Jxy: B'=MxA~B. 
Calculation yields (a1. a2) · ({3 x y) (m, a)= ({3 x y) (a1, a2) · (m, a) hence f3 x y 
is an A EB A-homomorphism. Thus ()M()M'[~] =[~],hence ()M()M' =id. Thus 
we have proved that ()M is an isomorphism (with ()M-l=fJM'). 
In order to prove that the maps OM, for all A EB A-modules M, define 
a natural isomorphism 
(): Der(A, -) ~ ExtAEeA(A, - ), 
we have to show that iff: M -~ N is a A EB A-homomorphism, the 
diagram 
Der(A, M) ~ ExtA(BA(A, M) 
lt* lt* 
Der(A, N) ~ ExtAEeA(A, N) 
is commutative. Let cp E Der(A, M) and ~=fJM(cp); then we have the 
commutative diagram 
with B'=N*BfMt. Choose bEB with tX(b)=1 EA, and let b'=g(b)= 
=(0, b)fMJ; then cp(a)=(a, 1)·b' -(1, a)·b'. If ()N'/*[~]=cp' we have 
fJ'cp'(a) =(a, 1) · b'- (1, a) ·b' ={(a, 1) · (0, b)- (1, a)· (0, b)}fMJ= (0, tXcp(a))/MJ. 
For m EM we have (- f(m), ~X(m)) EMf, or (0, tX(m))/MJ= (f(m), 0)/MJ 
hence fJ'cp'(a) = (0, tXcp(a))/MJ = (fcp(a), 0)/MJ thus cp'(a) = fcp(a). Hence 
()N'/*OM(cp) =cp' = f*(cp), which concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Note: RosENLICHT communicated to me that the method of YoNEDA 
(cf. N. Yoneda, "On the homology of modules", Journ. Fac. Sc. Tokyo, 7 
(1954), pp. 193-227) in order to define the higher Ext-functors, without 
the use of projectives or injectives, is treated by himself, in the case of 
algebraic groups, and by ScHANUEL (Chicago) in the general case. Then 
an element of Ext2AE9A(A, M) can be defined by a "multiple extension" 
over A EB A 
We then have the two extensions 
T 
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and 
0 ------+ B ------+ Bo ------+ A ------+ 0, 
and [e] E Ext2AEBA(A, M) is given by 
t5 .. [1J]=e, !5T: Ext1AEBA(A, B) -----+Ext2AEBA(A, M). 
Then one can define 
XM: Ext2AEBA(A, M)------+ Exth(A, M) 
by XM(g) = MB(1]), and we obtain the commutative diagram 
ExtlAEBA(A, B1) ----+ ExtlAEBA(A, B) ~ Ext2 AEBA(A, M) 
l OB1 lOB ~ l XM 
Der(A, B1) ~-+ Der(A, B) ---+ Exth(A, M). 
We can easily prove that XM is injective, and perhaps one can show that 
x thus defined is a natural isomorphism. 
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